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XC-1200-6G

Function of Bins:

Bin-G(Optional)

1.Classification: Different doors can be classified by project, work sheet, order, client, 

                             component, storage life, expiration date or operator etc.

2.Retrieving: Small components are stored in bins inside  the parts can be retrieved quickly

                       to avoid opening the doors frequently.

3.Archiving: ISO  documents such as work  sheet , order, memo or quality  instructions etc.

                      can be put in bins outside  the door for better QA management.

Maximum loading of bin: 5kgs

Bin is inside the door.

Bin is outside the door.Bins can be installed or replaced within 10 seconds.
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(±3%RH)＜5%RH Dry Cabinet
Features:

 Storage bins can help retrieving small components that are inside of the cabinet and ISO docament

 outside.This function is widely proved to avoid tremendoous human errors on the product line. 

Applications:

No need to do setting for this fully automatically operated machine. Just plug and play. It can really 

save the labor training cost.

The humidity level can be maintained <5%RH.

 It only takes <30 minutes to reach humidity <5%RH after the door is opened for 30 seconds and 

 closed.

These kinds of ultra low dry cabinets are specially suitable for storing electrical components, biological

tesing agent, PCB boards, and pharmacy, etc.

Hygrometer-CP03

Accuracy:±3%RH ;±1℃
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※The bins are not available for XC-157, XC-315 and XC-575.



XC (±3%RH)＜5%RH Dry Cabinet
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XC-200G XC-400G XC-600G XC-1200-6G

XC-157 XC-315 XC-575

Power Consumption: Max.150W ; Ave.55Wh Power Consumption: Max.150W ; Ave.55Wh Power Consumption: Max.150W ; Ave.55Wh

Power Consumption: Max.150W ; Ave.55Wh Power Consumption: Max.150W ; Ave.55Wh Power Consumption: Max.150W ; Ave.55Wh Power Consumption: Max.300W ; Ave.105Wh


